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In the summer and fall of 2014, we asked the Orland Park Public Library to produce documents 
under the Freedom of Information Act related to spending by Board Members and staff on items 
other than the books, DVDs, CDs, and other things that the public associates with libraries. If 
100 people walking down a street were surveyed "Family Feud" style with the question "What 
does a library spend its mo... See More 
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3 people like this. 
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Fans of Megan Fox As an aside, the grand total for a mere 7 months of food for staff parties and 
snacks was $6000. When Mary Weimar says she has to cut children's programming in order to 
stay in her budget, it is a fabrication. She should start by cutting out sweet treats for herself and 
staff. 
Like · Reply · 1 · October 22, 2014 at 9:49am 
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Fans of Megan Fox Another quick note: for the last several years (as far as we have seen 
records), the OPPL has also spent $4,000 annually on a single party in December. Food, drink, 
prizes, merriment. In addition to this cost (so not included in the $4,000) has been an...See More 
Like · 1 · October 22, 2014 at 4:18pm 
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Dan Kleinman http://www.dispatch.com/.../Westerville-library-theft.html 
Like · Reply · October 24, 2014 at 9:18pm 
  
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Dan Kleinman There IS such a thing as a free lunch! You can get paid $187,000/year AND get 
free lunch repeatedly, all paid for by taxpayers! You go, Library Director, take the public for all 
it's worth! It's there for the taking, why not take it? Sheep are meant to be sheared, after all. 
Like · Reply · October 22, 2014 at 5:16pm 
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Dan Kleinman Oh my, look at all that. Unbelievable. And Coke? The head of the CDC is former 
NYC Mayor Bloomberg's guy responsible for telling businesses what size Cokes the government 
was allowing them to sell. And this library has Coke all over the place, all at taxpayer expense. 
OPPL is Coked up! Clearly this is a tea party library sending a message! 
Like · Reply · October 22, 2014 at 5:03pm 
 
 
